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The Well-Dressed Wound
By Derek McCormack

Autonomedia. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Well-Dressed Wound, Derek
McCormack, The Well-Dressed Wound is Derek McCormack's play script "seance": a fashion show by
the dead for the living. In the depths of the Civil War, in a theater in P. T. Barnum's American
Museum on Broadway, Abraham and Mary Todd Lincoln participate in a staged spiritualistic rite.
But the medium conducting them has invited along another being: the Devil, disguised as twentiethcentury French fashionista Martin Margiela (aka "King Faggot"). What follows is the most fiendish
runway show ever mounted, complete with war dead, deconstructed couture, and gay ghosts
infected with all manner of infectious agents, including oozy AIDS. While his previous fictions have
explored the darker corners of country music, high fashion, and camp, The Well-Dressed Wound is
McCormack's most radical work yet, occultishly evoking the evil-twin muses of transgressive
literature, Kathy Acker and Pierre Guyotat. The creation thus conjured is a gleeful grotesquerie, a
savage satire not so much of fashion as of death, a work that, as Bruce Hainley observes in
Artforum, puts "the 'pus' back in opus." Here death and life spin on a viral double helix of
contamination and couture, blistering and bandages, history...
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Reviews
It in a of the best book. Yes, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You may like the way the article writer publish this ebook.
-- Wa va Hetting er
Complete guide for pdf fans. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to let you know that this is
basically the very best pdf we have read through inside my own life and may be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Tevin Nikola us
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